UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

ALLAN PRICE SCIENCE COMMONS & RESEARCH LIBRARY REMODEL / EXPANSION

EUGENE, OREGON
provides flexible & lofty spaces for ever-evolving curriculum and pedagogy
incorporates durable & resilient spaces that allow students to get their hands dirty
promotes open-ended & informal environment for project-based experimentation & creativity
utilizes common areas for collaboration & shared learning experiences

03_ STE(A)M FOCUSED CURRICULUM

Seating & Study Spaces
Study & Meeting Room Spaces
Instructional Spaces
Library Services & Administration
Collections
Non-assigned Area
Utility

Public, Event & Exhibit Spaces
Non-assigned Area
Utility
grows organically out of the central courtyard creating a science centric presence
creates a visual bridge connecting students to the pursuit of scientific endeavors
transparency maximizes the flow of ideas and information in a safe and secure environment
utilizes building components and materials which are timeless and iterative of the scientific community

WELCOMING & ACCESSIBLE

ZEBRA FISH
BUILDING THAT TEACHES

expression of light and nature through building system integrated as a living organism

mission beyond information repository to information sharing through student expression

events of passive learning through a visually transparent environment

Summer Solstice @ 6 PM (29.1°)

Winter Solstice @ 1 PM (21.5°)
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